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Creating a circular economy for batteries



Update on the 
B-cycle Claim & 
Rebate 
Payment 
Process

Achieving battery stewardship



B-cycle App 
now 
accepting 
rebate 
claim 
submissions

1. Collector claim submissions are now being accepted 
via B-cycle App for eligible accredited Participants.

2. Payments for initial Collector claims have 
commenced.

a) We acknowledge this has been slower than desired due to 
App development issues, Covid-19 and other business 
disruptions.

3. B-cycle is working with those accredited Participants 
seeking alternative evidence submissions to review, 
approve and pay claim rebates where applicable.

4. B-cycle is continuing to accept claim submissions for 
Q1 2022.

5. The objective remains that claim submission continue 
to be made on a monthly basis via the B-cycle App.



+ Eligibility for rebate payments still 
requires the Participant to:
+ Meet accreditation requirements 

depending on category
+ Ensure they are only received from 

accredited Drop off points
+ Provide all evidentiary requirements 

necessary in order for rebate payments 
to be reviewed and processed.

Friendly reminder



Key priorities 
for B-cycle 
app 
developments

+ Sorter and Recycler claims approval 
process to be finalised in the upcoming 
weeks to commence with approving and 
processing for Q1 claims.

+ Ongoing improvements to B-cycle App 
functionality.

+ Dashboards and reports for Participants.

+ Ongoing monthly claims submission 
process.



Creating a circular economy for batteries

Key documents with designer for finalization
Documents to be published by end of June on the B-cycle website.

Container Protocols
Risk AssessmentsAccreditation 

Requirements



Q1 Status Report 
2022

Creating a circular economy for batteries

Tracking our 
progress

https://bcycle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/B-cycle-Q1-2022-Status-Report-20220516.pdf


Thank you
This Scheme is authorised by the 
Australian Competition & Consumer 
Commission (ACCC), accredited by the 
Australian Government and has 
received financial support from the 
Australian Government and industry.


